ï'he Bataviari Revolution was the start ofLi con~pleielurnuliout in politics and administration.
AI thc end iiflunuriry 1796 ihejirst electionfor LI inoderri represenialive cidmiriistrative bodfi
the National Asseinlik, look place. Thepeople wlio were elected asseml>ledoii 1 Marcli fot a
fistive opening. I n doingso they Iaid thefouridritionfor ii uiiited siate which, eventirally, was io
leud to a iiatioiiul depiirtment of waler management.

I
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The birth of Rijkswaterstaat

On May 24 1798 the Directorate-General for Public
Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat)
was established following a coup d’état.
Centralisation of water management was hard to
realise in the Netherlands, not after fata1 storm
surges, not even after innumerable river floods,
nor after the French iiivasion in 1795, which put an
end to the Old Republic.
In January 1798 the radical Unitarians, who tried to
break down the power of the provinces and the
large towns, did, however, succeed in centralising
water management. The success lasted two years,
when another coup d’état reversed relations, but it
was in these two years that ‘a department for the
management of al1 matters pertaining to water
management’ was established. The department
consisted of a president, a head clerk, an assistant
‘...who could draw with compass and pen..’,
a cartographer, a technica1 assistant. Fieldwork was
carried out by seventeen employees.
In spite of the turbulent times, the department
survived the Batavian aiid French period (17951813), and thus commenced the history of one of

the most fascinating and distinctive organisations

of the Netherlands.

5

The reclarriatioii of the Haarlemmermeer was thefirst to be curried out eiitirely with sieam power frnm three
slearr-driven piimpirrg stalions, each with a capacity of 360 h.p., which was unparalleled at the time. The oniy
remairiirig pumping station, lire Cruquiiis is shown here ori u school print dating Jrom around 1880.
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Fascinating and distinctive

This is an accurate description of how two

in the course of two centuries Rijkswaterstaat has

centuries of Rijkswaterstaat have left their mark on

managed to control the forces of nature in the delta

the Netherlands. The river landscape has been

considerably and to improve safety to a large

completely transformed, the coastline has been

extent. Thanks to this infrastructure, the

shortened by more than 2800 kilometres (from

Netherlands became an entity as to mobility and

3400 Itms to 650 kms), well over 200,000 hectares

traffic and therefore one nation emotionally and

of land have been reclaimed in this period (which

politically. We fee1 Dutch, we have a common

does not compensate by far for the loss of about

language, national political parties and national

570,000 hectares since the year 1200).

symbols, such as ‘Orange’, It is a long time since the

The Netherlands has gained about 3,000 kms of

population lived at or even below the poverty line.

railways, about 4000 kms of navigable waterways,

They live in a lavish consumer society and they

well over 18,000 kms of cycling tracks and more

have a system of social fundamental rights.

than 100,000 kms of metalled roads during those

The economy has boomed and the national income

two centuries.

has increased sharply. The large-scale, infra-

Rijkswaterstaat has been closely involved in

structural and water management system that has

realising this infrastructure or has, in many cases,

been developed during the last two centuries is the

carried out the works itself. At present it is in

basis of the modern Netherlands. Rijkswaterstaat is

charge of the main infrastructure: 2100 Itms of

the main designer of this system.

motorways and 3600 kms of shipping routes.
Apart from that, many engineering works dominate
the Dutch landscape: flood-control dams, locks,
storm surge barriers, bridges, viaducts, cloverleaves, tunnels and fly-overs. They have taken the
place of those elements that used to be
characteristic of the horizon: spires, windmills,
pollard willows and poplars.
Rijkswaterstaat started its work in a country that
was -by our standards- empty and unsafe.
Some two million inhabitants lived here, scattered
over hamlets, villages and smal1 towns. Their world
was restricted, in most cases the horizon was the
border of their community. Life was uncertain and
insecure, due to the untamed rivers and an
unpredictable sea.
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7 h e r . o n s t r i i c / i ~ i offiie
~i
r d w i i y iruck Lkrechi Den llusch, part u i t h e staie niiiway nel, was a c1iflicuilpro)ecf
fur Rilkswntr,rstiiiit (IS3 liirge r i v m hiid tu Iie bridged. l i i 1869 ihr truck was liirgely conipleicd, as wel1 as fhe
niuiri span ojiile bridge over fiie Maas ni Crtvecoeur, showii iiere.
~

Decline and rise

Such a characterisation of Rijkswaterstaat may lead

'I'hree long fluctuations of rise and decline in the

to hagiography, a glorious historiography of the

history of Rijkswaterstaat can be distinguished:

organisation. Nothing is further from the truth,

- The aristocratic-traditional period (1798- 1850)

as Rijkswaterstaat was not the only one active in the

-

The democratic-mechanica1 period (1850-1930)

field of water management and infrastructure and,

- The technocratic-scientific period (1930-1995)

in view of Dutch relations, had to reckon with lots

This is the story of these fluctuations.

of other parties. That is why two centuries of
Rijkswaterstaat is also the story of district water
boards, politicians, municipalities, provinces,
building contractors, journalists, environmentalists, cyclists, motorists and many other
interest groups. Rijkswaterstaat plays a variety of
roles in the social play. Supporting roles in regional
and local matters such as that of consultant,
supplier of knowledge, iiiformer, representative of
national interests. Leading roles in national tasks
such as that of supervisor, policy-maker, designer
and constructor. A biased illustrious historiography
of Rijkswaterstaat is avoided as the organization
fluctuated with the various movements of the tides
in the past. In the two hundred years of its
existence successful and less prosperous times
alternated. The department went through some
serious crises, during which public support was

lacking and its future was at stake. Only recently, in
the seventies and eighties, the organisatioii was
subjected to heavy criticism for the devastating
effect its policy had on environment, landscape and
town and country planning.
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The aristocratic-traditional period

It was the rivers that forced the Netherlands into

Tlie provinces were charged with the supervision of

‘unity, unanimity and indivisibility’ in the field of

the sea and river dikes. The national government

water management, quoting the key words of Mr.

retained final responsibility over the entire water

Christiaan Brunings, Rijkswaterstaat’s first general

management and the control over a number of sea

director. The 18th century saw thirteen serious

and river works of nationai importance. In the day-

river floods, although there were years with

to-day running Rijkswaterstaat did not turn out to

incidental dike bursts. In that century every

be a real national organisation, as it operated for

generation in the river area had to deal with a flood

both national government and the provinces, thus

disaster at one time or another. The river beds were

reflecting the vague and sometimes problematic

in poor coiidition and the number of rivermouths

relationship between these two authorities.

to the sea inadequate. The discharge of high water

King William I, however, provided the department

and of ice in particuiar (after a severe winter)

with an opportunity to develop int0 a full-grown
organisation. As king of the new Icingdom of the

stagnated in this problematic bottleneck and the
bifurcation of Rhine water over the various

Netherlands, which also included the Southern

branches was complicated. The latter problem was

Netherlands after 1815, William I ruled as an

solved by works on the upper rivers which were

enlightened despot with indefatigable energy.

only realised after extremely reluctant cooperation

He received the honourary title of ‘king-merchant’

between the provinces and after pressure had been

as promoter of trade and industry and the title of

exerted by Prussia. Water management was the

‘king of the canals’ as initiator of some 500 kms of

responsibility of district water boards, local

new canals and the improvement of many other

authorities and provinces, a system that worlted

shipping routes. He might also have received the

adequately for discharge problems, but not for

title of ‘king of the roads’, for under his rule a

rivers and coast defense (to a lesser degree).

connecting system of roads was built, or he might

The ‘velvet’ revolution of the Batavian and French

have received the title of ‘king ofnew land’ as

period (1795-1813) introduced political relations,

initiator of several reclamations, among which the

guaranteeing a certain measure of ‘unity, unanimity

Haarlemmermeer, the largest reclamation of the

a d indivisibility’ int0 water management, with the

19th century. His r u k was authoritarian and

birth of Rijkswaterstaat as a remarkable result.

aristocratic, he was peremptory and hardly ever

After a turbulent start the department came in

delegated duties. The decision making process of

smooth waters under King William I from 1813

large projects took 5 to 6 years on an average

onwards. The district water boards remained

(nowadays it takes 15 to 17 years): he tooli four

autonomous for the greater part. The provinces,

years to decide on the Cologne Canal (1821, the

however, were granted the power to intervene in

later Amsterdam-Rijnlianaal);his decision on the

their regulations.

Noord-Hollands Kanaal (1819) took three years

< Thanks to ihe diggingof the Bergse Maas, the Maas now had
Ifere we see ihe new river- rriruridering its wuy to the sea.

its

oivn new mouth

10 thesen.
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1880, meaiit os 1111iniproved Amsterduiri-Rtjn connection.

and the Zuid-Willemsvaart (1822) seven years.

Impressive results were achieved, if we look at the

Rijkswaterstaat profited: huge investments,

large projects of the first half of the 19th century.

great projects, much work. The department

Olie of the main problems, however, could not be

enjoyed great prestige.

solved, namely the problem of the rivers. Opposite

This prestige was not a matter of course, for the

lines of solutions were proposed. The experts could

Rijkswaterstaat employees were of a lower class

nat reach a consensus, and from an administrative

than the administrative elite with whom they

point of view the matter was still complicated,

worked together. In the class society of those days

so that progress stagnated.

this was a serious handicap. In the early days the

There was another reason for the stagnation.

Rijkswaterstaat employees were mainly sons of

In 1830 Belgium had separated from the

skilled workers (windmill builden, land surveyors,

Netherlands and Icing William 1 had proclaimed a

overseers), thus coming from the lower middle

fruitless but expensive and lengthy mobilization.

classes. They had been trained on the job, which

In the thirties investments in water management

proved to be insufficient for the next generation,

and infrastructure dropped dramatically. Although

who were educated at one of the military

later on some important decisions were to be made,

academies. The first water management training

in particular on the construction of the Rhine

was given at the ‘General Theoretica1 and Practica1

railway (1838) and the reclamation of the

School for Artillery, Engineering and Water

Haarlemmermeer (1839). Nevertheless, the reign of

Management’ in 1805. Finally, in 1829, the training

the king, who in 1840 renounced the throne, ended

ended up at the Royal Academy in Breda.

in a minor key. Rijkswaterstaat was reduced to a

The training became an admission requirement for

marginal organisation with minimal means and

the ‘corps engineers of the general Waterstaat’.

inferior tasks, a constant victim of reorganisations

it selected the engineers, who from then on were

and spending cuts. Moreover, the management had

recruited mainly from the upper classes. Besides, it

noticeably wealtened, prominent Waterstaat

stressed the military character of the organisation,

employees had died or retired.

which had clearly been influenced by the French.

Their successors lacked authority within the corps

Although the employees were now theoretically

and outside. The military-trained engineers from

trained, the practice still required skilled labour.

the higher classes were too young and had not yet

The theory did not relate to the problems with

reached the top ranks.

which the engineers were faced. They had to make
do with the know-how which for generations had
been passed on by hydraulic engineers and which
had been tested in practice.
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The democratic-mechanica1period

The depression in the Rijkswaterstaat lasted til1 the

The department also left its mark on the railway

emergence of the liberals, who, led by Thorbecke,

policy. Construction became a task for the national

staged a bloodless revolution in 1848. It marked the

government. To this end a special department was

end of the influential role of the monarchy.

created in 1860 which had, initially, a numerical

The introduction of the ministerial responsibility

superiority of seconded Rijkswaterstaat engineers

enabled parliament to dismiss a minister and thus

in managerial positions. The Noordzeekanaal was

influence policies. The admiiiistrative relations,

dug by private enterprise under the supervision of

particularly those between governinent, provinces

Rijkswaterstaat. The Nieuwe Waterweg, however,

and municipalities were more clearly laid down in

fel1 under the competence of the national

legislation, which in the long term resulted in a

department. In short, Rijkswaterstaat worked

clear division between the national and provincial

successfully on a number of prestigious projects

water management. The fervour of the liberals was

and its own reputation increased correspondingly.

infectious. Waterstaat engineers talked of ‘a new-

The success was also the result of a new basic

born land’ and thought the time was ripe for great

technology, viz. steain. Steam dredgers were used

plans: the construction of railways, improvement of

for rivers, steam puinping stations in problematic

the rivers, iiew canals and the Zuiderzee as plan of

discharge situations, steam pile drivers for strong

attack. The hydraulic engineers had to keep patient

foundations, steam excavators for the construction

for a while, but subsequently expenditure for

of canals etc. Without the large-scale employinent

public works and infrastructure increased

of mechanica1 power, the works would not have

significantly: from circa NGL 3 million in 1850 to

been completed at al1 or at great cost.

wel1 over NGL 16 million in 1870. It was as yet iiot

Around 1900 Rijkswaterstaat remarkably enters a

ciear which role Rijkswaterstaat was to play,

period of relative calmness in a dynamic world.

because the liberals favoured a passive government

The Netherlands is industrialising at a high speed,

and active private enterprise. River improvement

socialism is developing int0 a politica1 power, the

was a task for the national government.

antithesis capital and labour controls the social

Rijkswaterstaat tackled the matter energetically and
proposed to construct new river mouths, to change

debate and in science there are many breakthroughs. In technology, too, revolutionary

the riverbeds drastically (to clean up, to regulate,

developinents occur such as the introduction of

to build breakwaters and groynes, etc.).

reinforced concrete, the introduction of electricity

And thus a huge project was started employing

and the w e of scale models, al1 very relevant

successive generations of hydraulic engineers and

techiiiques for hydraulic engineering.

finaliy Rijkswaterstaat paid off an old debt: an end
to river floodings.

< Tlie succession of times. /he Zcrider or Kleine Sluis (18760, the Midden Sluis (1896) atid tize Noordersliris (1930) near IJmuiderz.
They were iiI1 coristructed io provicie Amsterdanz with nn adequate waterwciy to the sen.
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The riew ilergse Maas is linked up wrth the exislingyurl of the river Muas near Heusden in 1904.

7he traffic bridge ai Nijrriegen aller ils ~oniplelioiiin 1936. This bridge is one of /he
first riew large /iuff;c bridges constructcd in /he 20th century.

There was an abundance of plan

t the beginning

of tlie 20th century: the caiialization of the Maas,
further improvement of rivers for better
navigability, infrastructure for the emerging motor
traffic and the closing and reclamation of the
Zuiderzee which were still on the agenda.
The management of Rijkswaterstaat was still
divided among itself and reacted none too
adequately and rather luke-warm to the new
techniques and the plans, althougli sufficient
means had become available. From the side of the
politicians the department was criticized for its
slackness, indolence and inertia. The organisation
was too bureaucratic and not effective enough. It is

typicai that the Zuiderzee Works were not allocated
to Rijkswaterstaat, but were placed with a separate
department because of the lack of confidence in
Rijkswaterstaat. It is also typical that part of the
Rijkswaterstaat engineers were relieved: the project
was niuch too risky in their view.

Following t k e United Staies and thgland in puriicular, aspkalt and lar, in
addiiiori to bricks and concrete, played an increusingpart in road construction.
The mixture had to beprocessed @er it had been heated, as we cun see k u e
during tke construction of tke Utrecht - De Bilt rond around 1930
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The technocratic-scientific period

The year 1930 brought the change, remarlzably

This niay seem a sign of weakness, in practice

enough at the moment the country found itself at

things were different, however. In the fifties aiid

the eve of a serious economie depression.

sixties Rijkswaterstaat predominated in the field of

The appointment of a new director-general, Mr.

water management, According to their own ideas

J.A. Ringers was decisive. Mr. Ringers tacltled a

they built new hydraulic systems, new coast defense

number of problems energetically, he gathered a

systems and new infrastructure works.

team of able engineers round him and entered

Many projects were not even regulated by law, and

upon a path of reorganisations. Essential in the

even if this was done, it was often by hindsight.

reorganisation was the institution of specialist

It is typical that decision making in large projects

services with projects and techniques as core

had shrunk back to minima1 proportions: an

activities. These services had the same or some-

average of 7 years as to 13 to 14 years in the period

times even more authority than the regional

1850-1940.

divisions, which, uiitil then, had been the backbone

It is saying too much that Rijkswaterstaat had

of Rijkswaterstaat. So the department was partly
turned into a functional organisation and thus
regained the public’s trust. During the years of the
depression it was one of the few governmental
organisations which did not suffer from cuts. It was
provided with ample meaiis to invest in roads,
canals, canalization and reclamation, and became
the largest public employer. At the same it applied
many of the new techniques and enjoyed the fruits
of technological progress to the full. Theoretica1
approaches had yielded results in some essential
hydraulic fields, such as soil mechanics and
hydrodynamics. New types of design methods, such
as the application of the mathematica1 model,
the scale model and the electric analogy became the
fashion. A break-through in the ‘scientification’ of
technics had been reached. Rijkswaterstaat became
the controller of the delta. Even the 1953 stormsurge had been forecast by the department and
brought to the attention of the government,
but in vain.

absolute power, the department had to reckon with
ministers, government and parliament.
Relations, however, were straiiied and the initiative
was usually with Rijkswaterstaat. The department
did not succeed in controlling closely related fields,
such as rural planning, and it had to tolerate urban
developers, geographers and other specialists, and
met with keen competition from other ministries
and services, such as the Department of the
National Plan.
The image of a ‘state within a state’ dates back to
this period, as wel1 as the heroic image of Dutch
hydraulic engineering. It is true, Rijkswaterstaat
had ascended the throne, but it must at the same
time be said that it had been put on the throne by
the Netherlands. The reversal came as abruptly as it
had been unexpected. The department was totally
unprepared and so it was a long and deep fall.
The heroes of the Delta Works were down-graded
to short-sighted engineers, authoritative specialists,

< The Jlood barrier in the Oosterscheldedam in 1985. The construction oJ the Ousierscheldedani with theflood biirrier,
keeping the Oosterschelde ‘operi’undyet saJe, revolutionizedpeople’s opinions on nuture urid the eiivironrnent.
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7%e coiistrnction und enlarging of interseclions make increasing demunds on tecknology
imd org~rnisalioíi.Modern construction aiid concreie lechniyiies eizable the huilders to keep
/he huilding tinie relutively short. On t h i s rllustrution dating from 1997 work is heing
curried O U / o11iheflj,-over at tke Ridderkerk intersection.

Ciuaringsriow uncf coriibatting icy patches orr mutorwuj's nrc ui?i1mg the traditional tnsks o]
Rijksivutersinui. ?Re so-called wel sult spriiikhiig techique wus iniroduced in 1991,
i i m i i i s e iii this way /he web.oiive ejrects O I I / h e eiiviroiiment could be loivered drnsiically
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asphalt machines, environmental polluters and
destroyers of the landscape. A symbol of this
decline can be found in the motorway that runs
through Amelisweerd (constructed in spite of much
opposition), the reclamation of the Marlterwaard
(which has not been carried out) and the
Oosterscheldedam (a totally new design after
widespread public protest). The cause was much
more deey-rooted, of course. At that time faith in
continuing progress was being eroded and modern
technology was heavily criticized in the
Netherlands. Cultural changes undermined
Rijkswaterstaat’s credibility as well. Moreover, in
the eighties the country went int0 economic decline
and the government started to cut back in
expenditure and to hive off tasks.The number of
Rijkswaterstaat employees decreased from about
12,000 to 9,000. Large projects came to an end and

investments dropped.

A rririjor Rijkswaterstaat tusk is safegumding the water quality amì cnrrytng 0111 ecolugiciil rriaririe re,earch.
TUthis end the depnrtment hos u iiirniùer uf specialised vessels ut its disposul, silck as the Mitru.
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Interactive and integral

Rijkswaterstaat rose again from the ashes, not only

Another tough job has to be done. Part of the land

by external pressure but also by its own flexibility.

in the Netherlands has to be replanned through

The portents were already visible in the seventies

restructuring agriculture. Urban deveiopments put

and eighties, at least to those who cared to look.

pressure on urban and rural areas. Increasing

Biologists, town and country planners, behaviour

industry, international trade and transport of

experts and administrators flooded the

goods require a new adaptation of the physical

department, bringing along another language and

infrastructure.The problem of automobility seems

another culture. Rijkswaterstaat became less formal.

ins«lvable due t o the ever-increasing use o f cars

Environment aiid landscape became focal points

and the ensuing pressure on the environment aiid

and tlie organisation became more accessible now.

the quality of life.

The turn came in the middle of the nineties and if

Al1 these problems and the administrative

the indications are reiiable, Rijkswaterstaat is on
the eve of a new era. For tlie first time in years the

coinpiexity have landed town and country planning
in a deadlock. And last but not least there is still

budget was increased in 1994. The number of

incessarit fight against the waters. The sea level will

employees has grown for the first time sirice 1982.

rise still further, the ground level in the

More importantly, tiiere are plans for the future.
The Netherlands is on the threshold of

Netherlands wil1 continue to drop and the rivers

fundamental changes. The country will see major

Rijkswaterstaat is not yet finished with the sea and

changes once more. Investments for infrastructural

rivers, not by a long shot.

wili retain their unpredictable behaviour.

projects are expected to rise to NGL 100 billion
until2010 and to NGL 200 billion in 2020.
A substantial part of it wil1 be spent by

Rijkswaterstaat, however, in a different way thaii in
the fifties and sixties. lf the ‘underground’
tendencies of the scveiities and the eighties
continue, the words ‘interactive’ and ‘integral’ wil1
be the key words of Rijkswaterstaat in the years to
come. ‘Interactive’ stands for creating public
support by involving sociai groups in the process of
designing, decision-making and execution.
‘Integral’ stands for attempting to reconcile
conflicting developments and interests,
in particular safety, economy and ecology.

<Prins Clausplein neur the Haglie; one ofthe majorjly-oven in the Neíherlands.
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Iri I Y97 thc Mciesluiitkcr iiig, Ilieflood bnrrier iri Jhe Nieuwe Walerweg, wns mrnpltted. The project, Jiiefinni link in t l i e
Delta-plnii, cast riroiriiri HO0 iiiillion guildrrs. Tlie inovable linrricr, ilie result ofa ConzpeJiiion cirnong contmmrs,
corisists IJ/two seiiiicirciilnr 51crl [iours 22ni high iiwd2lOm liiiig. Thcy nre aiioched to bail-aiid~socketjointson tlie
haiik by riicciiis 4 lritiice lever nrriis. Tlie b<irrier.wiii proiiably oiiiy have !o be closerl o m e every ten yenrs.
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